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partnership opportunities at
2019 Brisbane Truck Show
Thank you for your interest
in the 2019 Brisbane Truck
Show. As owners and
managers of the event, Heavy
Vehicle Industry Australia
(HVIA) are delighted that you
are taking this opportunity to
explore partnering with us.

Nathan Usher
HVIA President

For those of you who aren’t
familiar with HVIA, our
members are involved in the
design, manufacture, supply,
repair, service and modification
of heavy vehicles, their
components, equipment and
technology.
Our organisation’s founders
launched the first of what was
to become the Brisbane Truck
Show back in 1968.

The biennial show will return
to Brisbane Convention
& Exhibition Centre from
Thursday 16 to Sunday 19
May 2019.
Since the last show we have
been putting into place the
groundwork to deliver a bigger
show, to more visitors, doing
more business, than ever
before.
As you’ll appreciate as you
look through this document,
we don’t stop our process of
continuous improvement, and
we have a whole bunch of
exciting new initiatives in store
for 2019.
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Our extensive suite of
partnership and sponsorship
opportunities align with high
profile on-site activities,
displays, merchandise, and
other initiatives, all providing
privileged exposure and/or
access to our visitors.
HVIA works closely with our
event partners to develop
avenues for effective branding
and messaging, as well as
connections and introductions
with targeted show visitors.
In every case HVIA recognises
the importance of providing
measurable performance
indicators which are agreed
and monitored through

qualitative and quantitative
evaluation and reporting.
Our team will work closely with
you to create a package to put
your message in front of your
customers.
Thank you again for your
interest. We look forward to
working with you.
Sincerely
Nathan Usher, President
Heavy Vehicle Industry
Australia
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Quote from 2017 Exhibitor survey:

“The decision
makers of the
big transport
operators
were there and
open to the
innovation on
offer.”
fast facts

33,754

■

■ Brisbane Truck Show is held every two years.

2017 total attendees

■

■ It is a reunion for so many, but primarily it is a
business event.

$73.2M

into the Queensland economy

11%

international visitors

■ The show and its peripheral events make a
substantial impact on the Queensland economy.
■

Students

■ The venue, the Brisbane Convention and
Exhibition Centre (BCEC), was voted the AIPC
Apex Award winner as the 2016 world’s best
convention centre.
■

281 & 700

■ BCEC is located in the heart of the Southbank’s
cultural and entertaining precinct.
■

Thursday (opening day)

Exhibitors

■ Our members use it to connect with their
customers and prospective clients, and an
enormous amount of business is generated as a
result of the show.
■

6,592
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who attends?
Australian attendance demographics

23%

of attendees
were owners/
Directors/CEO’s/
Managers

South East Qld

Regional Qld

NSW/ACT

Victoria

SA & WA

Tasmania
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about the

Brisbane Truck Show

The Brisbane Truck
Show is staged by
Heavy Vehicle Industry
Australia (HVIA), the
national association
representing and
advancing the interests
of manufacturers
and suppliers of
heavy vehicles and
their components,
equipment and
technology.

of the amazing capabilities and capacity
of the Australian heavy vehicle industry.
Through complementary activities within
the show we will celebrate and promote
the industry’s design, engineering,
manufacturing and technology
innovation, and the vital economic and
highly-skilled employment footprint of
our industry across Australia.
The 2019 Brisbane Truck Show is
taking a series of further leaps ahead,
as we cement its place as Australasia’s
premier transport event. We’re adding
a variety of new elements to the show
which will focus more of the event on its
business audience featuring dynamic
and interactive tools and displays,
demonstrations and information.

With a proud history dating back to
1968, the 2019 Brisbane Truck Show
is the fifth that will be held at the
world-class Brisbane Convention and
Exhibition Centre.
On display is the most comprehensive
range of trucks, trailers, components,
equipment, accessories and technology
in Australia.
Across four days the show attracts
between thirty and forty thousand
visitors. They include fleet executives
and purchasing managers from
industries including road transport,
agriculture, retail, mining, construction,
infrastructure, services, trades and local
government.
The Brisbane Truck Show is far more
than a trade exhibition. It is a showcase

In fact, the show will be part of a
full week of activity in Brisbane,
encompassing events across the
city, including many hosted
by the show’s partners and
exhibitors.
In collaboration with peak
industry bodies we’re also
going to promote the positive
benefits of an innovative, safe &
productive fleet to government
officials, safety and environment
advocates, road user groups and
community leaders.
In 2019 the industry will come
together once more to catch up with
old friends and make news ones, all
in their favourite marketplace.
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Quote from 2017 Exhibitor survey:

“The quality of visitors was excellent,
great show, terrific amount of
business done”.
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presented by HVIA
HVIA represents and advances
the interests of Australia’s heavy
vehicle industry.

HVIA continues to grow rapidly and we see
our corporate partnerships as being crucial
to our member value proposition.

We have a thriving and robust local industry
that comprises hundreds of innovative
trailer, specialised vehicle, component,
equipment and technology manufacturers
and suppliers in addition to the product
assembly of global heavy vehicle brands
such as Volvo, Mack, Kenworth and Iveco.

OUR VISION:

Australia is a world leader in many aspects
of heavy vehicle transport. Australia’s
heavy vehicle industry directly employs
over 36,000 people and manufactures,
services and repairs some of the world’s
most efficient, safe, innovative and
technologically advanced vehicles.
Whilst our organisation has foundations
that are over fifty years old, it is just over
two years since CVIAQ morphed into a
national body, in response to the advent
of the Heavy Vehicle National Law and
the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator and
the clear need for a strong, unified voice
representing the entire heavy vehicle
industry.
In that time our membership has grown
a further 42% to include almost every
major truck manufacturer/importer, most of
Australia’s major trailer manufacturers and
an ever-growing list of their suppliers and
distributors.

An innovative, prosperous heavy vehicle
industry supporting the safest, most
productive fleet.
Our 200+ corporate members, plus their
branches across Australia, reap the
rewards of membership through a range
of benefits such as:
•

advocacy to government and its
regulatory agencies on national,
regional & local issues,

•

low cost membership,

•

TechASSIST – our technical &
regulatory support service,

•

EmployerASSIST – our HR & IR Hotline,

•

opportunities to engage and contribute
to industry policy development,

•

regular networking events and
information forums across the country
and our

•

world-class national events: including
the southern hemisphere’s largest
road transport event - the Brisbane
Truck Show and the biennial ComVec
Conference.
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history
It is now fifty years since the
first Brisbane Truck Show
(formerly the Queensland
Truck Show) in 1968.
The show has a rich history since it was
launched at Haulmark Trailers in Rocklea,
before moving to the Rocklea Wool Stores
through the 1970’s.
Many fondly remember the show at the RNA
showgrounds – the home of the EKKA, as
locals know it.
With the 2019 show, the fifth to be held
at the “world’s best” Brisbane Convention
and Exhibition Centre, located within
the wonderful Southbank precinct, the
destination is more compelling than ever.
1968 - The first Queensland Truck Show, at
Haulmark Trailer's premises, Ipswich Road,
Rocklea, featuring twenty-one transport
industry exhibitors who went on to form the
Commercial Vehicle Industry Association of
Queensland.

1970 - Moved to the Rocklea Wool Stores.
1979 - Since 1979 the show has run every
two years.
1983 - Relocated to the Royal National
Association Showgrounds (R.N.A.) where
it remained for almost thirty years as the
Queensland Truck, Trailer and Equipment
Show.
2011 - Moved to its current world class home.
Now known as the Brisbane Truck Show.
2015 – CVIAQ became Heavy Vehicle
Industry Australia.
2017 – The 50th Anniversary Brisbane Truck
Show hosted almost 300 industry exhibitors,
and attracted over 33,000 visitors over four
days. The event generated the equivalent
of 279 full time jobs, and added additional
expenditure of over $73 million in output into
the economy.
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MEDIA
COVERAGE
(April –June 2017)

968 Reports
4,000,000+ Circulation
$1.5 million+ Value
>50 Accredited media

where better to tell your story?
Not just at the show, but before, during
and after, the Brisbane Truck Show
generates an enormous amount of media
attention.

The opening morning of the 2017 show saw
the unveiling of numerous brand-new truck
models and even more innovative trailer
designs, components and technology.

The Brisbane Truck Show national
marketing campaign is extensive and runs
for eight months in the lead up to the show.

The Brisbane Truck Show is the industry’s
showcase event.

brisbanetruckshow.com.au

77,723 Sessions 56,626 Users

350+ original tweets reach >100,000

@BrisbaneTruckShow
Facebook reach

>1.3 million
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2019 - so much going on
great opportunities to stand out

New truck launches
VIP Breakfast
Club Lounge
Technology Hub
Minister’s Roundtable
Heavy Vehicle Industry Innovation Centre
Plaza Terrace BBQ Bar
Advanced Manufacturing Hub
Scheduled Media Events
Product Seminars
Kid’s Educational Corner
Manufacturers Media Tour Heavy Vehicle Industry Expo Awards

Careers Centre
Industry Seminars
Expo Awards Presentation Night
Expo Official Opening
HVIA National Apprentice Challenge
Hosted buyers
Industry Association Hub
Tradies Corner
Photobooths
Schools to Industry Tours
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The
Brisbane
Convention
and
Exhibition
Centre

the venue
The Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre (BCEC) is the
reigning “best convention centre in the world” announced at
the 2016-2018 General Assembly of the International Association
of Congress Centres (AIPC) in Nantes, France.
BCEC is set over three levels and under one roof.
Located in the heart of Brisbane’s unique Southbank riverside
cultural & entertaining precinct, the BCEC offers:
■

■ Undercover parking for 1500 vehicles, plus a further 1800
undercover spaces at adjacent
■

■ South Bank Parklands, QPAC, The Museum, Art Gallery
■

■ Walking distance to the CBD, Casino, Rail and Ferry links
■

■ Hosts an average of 1300 events and caters over one million
meals each year
■

■ Has 27 hotels within two kilometres of the centre including two
directly adjacent.
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Australian Heavy Vehicle Week 2019
will feature a whole host of activities to
complement the truck show, with marketing
and branding enabled to encompass all
activities hosted by show partners (all initiatives
subject to confirmation).

a full week of acitivity
Brisbane Truck Show
ATA Safety Truck
BPW Transpec German Night
Brisbane Commercial Hub

Convoy for Kids
Disney’s Mack @ Redacliff Place
Expo Open Day
Kenworth Customer Dinner

Light Commercial Expo
Mercedes Customer Dinner
Mt Cotton Drive Day
New Truck Launches

Woman in Transport
Scania Customer Dinner
Today Show from Brisbane
Industry Seminars

Brisbane Ports Best Practice
Volvo Trucks Factory Tour
Southbank Road Safety Awareness Walk
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Quote from 2017 Exhibitor survey:

“Exceeded my
expectations as an
exhibitor and would
have no doubts about
repeating our presence
there again”.
creating value for our members and partners
Industry leaders from all over
Australia and beyond, join the
pilgrimage to Brisbane during
the Brisbane Truck Show week.
The show is a destination
event where the heavy vehicle
industry’s customers gather to
do business in the company of
their peers.
Typically, our partners’
investments extend well beyond
a simple financial commitment,
to include integrating
shared goals or values, with
each partner utilising their
organisational capabilities to
add value.
HVIA is excited to offer an
extensive suite of rewarding
high-profile partnership and
sponsorship opportunities that
tick all those boxes.

We’re keen to ensure our
partners can leverage these
opportunities to deliver the best
possible outcomes. We have
numerous great marketing
and messaging opportunities
that should be explored and
exploited.
With the 2019 Brisbane Truck
Show marketing strategy
gearing up right now, the sooner
we get this moving, the more
opportunities we’ll be able to
provide you to leverage your
investment.
Let’s start talking now and put
together a plan. I look forward
to working with you.
Kind regards
Steve Power, National
Communications Manager
Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia
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packages available
PRINCIPAL PARTNER

1

MEDIA PARTNER

1

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

5
3

Innovation Partner

1

Financial Partner

1

Manufacturing Partner

1

Business Intelligence Partner

1

Technology Partner

1

BTS APP SPONSORS

4

BUSINESS LOUNGE

1

BBQ BAR

1

APPRENTICE CHALLENGE
Truck Supply Sponsor

1

Tools Supplier Sponsor

1

Skills Sponsor

1

INDUSTRY HUB SPONSOR

1

INDUSTRY AWARDS NIGHT

1

OPENING BREAKFAST

1

TECHNOLOGY HUB SPONSOR

1

CAREERS CENTRE SPONSOR

2

MANUFACTURERS MEDIA TOUR SPONSOR

1

MEDIA SUITE SPONSOR

1

EXPORT HUB SPONSOR

1

SEMINAR SESSION SPONSOR

4

INNOVATION CENTRE SPONSOR

1

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING HUB SPONSOR

1

CLOSED MEDIA EVENT SPONSOR

1

PRODUCT SEMINAR SPONSORS

8

TRADIES CORNER SPONSOR

1

EXPO OFFICIAL OPENING

1

HOSTED BUYERS SPONSOR

1

KIDS EDUCATION CENTRE SPONSOR

1

PHOTO WALLS

1

PASSPORT COMPETITION SPONSOR

1

SCHOOL TO INDUSTRY CAREERS SPONSOR

1
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